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The Limits to Growth, 1972 







•We don´t understand the logic of exponential 

growth 

•An economy that grows by 7 % per annum 

doubles in ten years, quadruples in twenty years 

etc 

•An estimated 3 Billion new middle-class consumers 

by 2030 (OECD) 

•Very positive from the point of view of poverty 

reduction, but HOW to reconcile over the long 

term with Planetary Boundaries? 

•World population likely to reach 9, 6 Billion in 

2050 
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Humanity has reached a planetary 
saturation point 

 
The Human ability to do has vastly 

outstripped our ability to understand 

 
A resilient biosphere the basis for 

humen development 
 

Fierce urgency of now 

 
A great transformation to global 

sustainability necessary, possible, and 
desirable 



IPCC 5th AR 

•GHG emissions are increasing more rapidly than ever before 

•Very likely (95%) the warming of climate system is due to human 

influence  

•We are on track for more than a doubling – leading to a temp 

increase of 3-4 °C; Risk panorama includes probabilities that 

warming may be as high as 6°C  

•Both the atmosphere and the oceans have become warmer 

•Both glaciers and sea ice have been significantly reduced 

•Sea levels have increased 

•Around 30 % of CO2 emissions have been absorbed by the oceans 

– leading to acidification and dire consequences for marine life 

•Extreme weather events are likely to occur more frequently 
 

 

 

 



Global Warming did not stop in 1998 
- as many deniers claim 

9 Source: Skeptical Science, Church et al 2011 

Climate 



Climate negotiations are not likely to deliver – at least not in 
time; almost 20 years of negotiations and still no agreement 

 

Negotiations remind mostly of a trench war 
 

Global governance is not working; no-one seems interested in 
protecting the whole 

 

Negotiations must continue, but a Plan B must be developed: we 
have to look for Ad hoc-solutions 

 

The N/S divide is crucial 
 

The role of the US critical; But if they can´t agree on domestic 
issues – why expect they would agree on int´l issues?! 

 

But Obama´s speech from June 25 encouraging 
 
 





Multiple Interacting driving forces pushing 
systems towards tipping points 

Natural Fire regimes 
Biomass burning 

Palm-oil expansion 

El Nino 

 
El Nino goes from regenerative to 
destructive force 

Breaking millennia long Fire-El 
Nino relationship for Dipterocarp 
trees 
 



Adapted from Canadell et al., 2007 
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Interactions among Planetary Boundaries 



Energy critical issue 

•The era of cheap oil is over 

•Hype around shale oil and shale gas 

•Bubble or for real? Regardless, the wrong path 

•Only way forward is renewables + efficiency 

•But energy transitions take time 

•Too high energy prices and the economy will 

halt: in such a situation no investments happen 

•Balancing act to succeed with energy transition 

•EROI will be crucial 
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On resource prices, what we 
experienced was a long decline 
and since a decade a sharp 
increase  
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Mining requires energy 



In a resource-constrained world 

•Competition for water, land, energy and 

materials will be fierce 

•Management of land, forests and oceans KEY 

•Investments in resource-efficiency and 

renewables must have top priority 

•R&D must be aiming at sustainable innovation 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How did we get here? 

- Growing populations and economies  

- Little concern for Nature 

- ”From a small economy on a big planet 

to a big economy on a small planet” 

- Short-termism in both the economy and 

in politics 

- The ”one issue att the” time syndrome 

- Most people believe that conventional 

growth will fix it 

- Those who question conventional 

growth do not know HOW the transition 

looks like 

 

 

 



Dilemma of growth not 

recognised 
•There are limits to conventional growth and energy 

and material throughput; most people wont to discuss 

it 

•Welfare ultimately depends on Nature 

•However, negative growth is no solution either – that 

would result in economic, financial and social collapse;  

•So ”no growth” is not a winning message.  

•But to dodge the problem and pretend conventional 

growth can continue for ever is irresponsible 

•Many things should grow, but overall throughput must 

be curbed – i e we need a new development  

•Message for the Green Movement: To campaign on 

green issues alone will get us nowhere 

•The social dimension has to take center stage 







Vital signs 

•World Energy Demand can be met by Solar, Wind and Water 

•Solar energy costs are falling rapidly 

•Solar and Wind installed capacity exceeds 400 GW:s – but pace 

slowing down because of ”shale revolution” 

•Resource efficiency - incl energy - potential is huge – but 

untapped 

•The digital revolution 

•Ultra-light materials 

•Near zero-energy buildings 

•Build in wood 

•Green chemistry 

•The circular economy; From cradle to cradle; Biomimicry  

•But transition too slow 



How to move forward? 

•We need a vision for a sustainable society 

•How much is lagom – sufficiency ? 

•What is Quality of Life? Values! 

•Analyze carefully the necessary transition 

•Apply a system´s approach within the Planetary 

Boundaries  

•Merge the agendas of finance, economy, 

employment, climate change, pollution and 

resource depletion and constraints 

•The financial crisis is not about money alone – it is 

as much about energy and natural resources 



European Policymaking must 

rethink 
•Too much ”one issue at a time” 

•Merge the agendas 

•Use all policy instruments to promote Sustainability 

•Resource Efficiency main objective 

•Stop taxing labor; Tax resource use and pollution instead 

•Adopt objectives for 2030 – 40/45/55 

•Grid infrastructure crucial; Nordic countries could 

become net exporters of CO2-free electricity 

•Austerity policies in Southern Europe are inhuman 

•Structural reform is needed but not by starving countries 

•Invest in sustainable infrastructure and energy transition  





Strategy for Sustainability 
•Priority to transdisciplinary science and education  

•Reform economic and finance policy frameworks 

•Replace Economic Growth w specific welfare goals instead – 

broad societal discussion on QoL and wellbeing  

•Assign a value to Natural Capital 

•Carbon tax + crash program to invest in renewables and efficiency 

•Circular Economy – a Performance Economy - tax resource use; no 

tax on labor  

•Public Procurement proactive role in transformation 

•Rethink Company Laws 

•Strengthen Global Governance – start with EU + Asia 

•Stabilise population 
 



Move towards a circular economy 

•Products designed to last longer 

•Reuse, recycling and reconditioning of materials  

•Service economy for maintenance and repair = jobs 

•Requires new business models for HQ service and 

performance 

•Promoted by tax reform; raising taxes on use of virgin 

materials while lowering taxes on labour 

•Means less pressure on resources – both finite and renewables 

•Will lead to significantly lower GHG emissions  

•The EU Commission Roadmap for a Resource-Efficient 

Europe! 

 



                          Key figures about recycling: 

ENERGY SAVINGS THROUGH 
RECYCLING 

Aluminium 95% 

Copper 85% 

Lead 65% 

Zinc 60% 

Paper 64% 

Plastics 80% 









To conclude: 
A combination of technology and innovation, 

resource productivity (decoupling) and 
cultural change – stressing non-material 

aspects of life – is the hope we have 

Labour productivity has increased twentyfold 
since 1850. It is not utopian to think of 

resource productivity increasing tenfold in 50 
years! For that to happen, policy frameworks 

and Business Models must change - giving real 
priority to renewable energy, resource 

efficicency as well as sustainable land use  








